Abstract. We present a detailed study of left-right-imbalance measures for random binary search trees under the random permutation model, i.e., where binary search trees are generated by random permutations of {1, 2, . . . , n}. For random binary search trees of size n we study (i) the difference between the left and the right depth of a randomly chosen node, (ii) the difference between the left and the right depth of a specified node j = j(n), and (iii) the difference between the left and the right pathlength, and show for all three imbalance measures limiting distribution results.
. A size-11 binary search tree generated, e.g., from the permutation (6 7 9 4 2 8 11 3 10 1 5), where node 1 has a left-right-imbalance 0 − 3 = −3, node 5 has imbalance 1 − 1 = 0, and node 10 has imbalance 3 − 1 = 2. Furthermore the left-right-imbalance of a randomly chosen node is 2 11 and the left-right-imbalance of the tree is 13 − 11 = 2. log j + log(n + 1 − j), the normalized r. v. D n,j converges in distribution to a normal distributed r. v., for all sequences j(n) n∈N , with 1 ≤ j = j(n) ≤ n and n → ∞. Moreover, we study the difference ∆ n := R n − L n between the right and the left pathlength of a random binary search tree of size n. For this global imbalance parameter we can also characterize the limiting distribution, here by computing (asymptotically) all integer moments E(∆ r n ), for r ≥ 0. An example illustrating the parameters studied is given as Figure 1 .
Although there is a huge literature devoted to the analysis of parameters in random binary search trees (see again the references given above and in particular the following references, which show corresponding results for the "ordinary" counterparts, i.e., the depth of a randomly chosen node [7, 19] , the depth of specified nodes [6, 10] and the pathlength of the trees [13, 23] ), it seems that these natural imbalance questions are up to now not considered and this paper might fill this gap.
In our analysis we use the natural decomposition of a binary search tree generated by a random permutation of {1, 2, . . . , n} according to the first element k in the permutation. Of course, in a random permutation, every element 1 ≤ k ≤ n can occur as first element with the same probability 1 n , which gives the root of the binary search tree. Moreover, the left subtree of the root k can be considered as a binary search tree generated by a random permutation of {1, 2, . . . , k − 1}, whereas the right subtree can be considered as a binary search tree generated by a random permutation of {k + 1, k + 2, . . . , n}.
Throughout this paper we denote by X n (d) − − → X the weak convergence, i.e., the convergence in distribution, of the sequence of random variables X n to a random variable X and by X (d) = Y the equality in distribution of the random variables X and Y . The distribution function of the standard normal distribution N (0, 1) is here always denoted by Φ(x). Furthermore we use the notation H n := n k=1 1 k for the harmonic numbers and H (r) n := n k=1 1 k r for the higher order harmonic numbers. Moreover
denote the falling and rising factorials, respectively. We also use general hypergeometric series (see, e.g., [11] ), which are for m upper and n lower parametes defined by
Results
The first result describes the local left-right-imbalance of a randomly chosen node in a random binary search tree. Theorem 1. The random variable D n , which counts the difference between the right and the left depth of a randomly chosen node in a random binary search tree of size n, is asymptotically, for n → ∞, Gaussian distributed, where the rate of convergence is of order O
and the expectation E(D n ) and the variance V(D n ) are given by
As a referee remarks Theorem 1 could be shown alternatively by applying probabilistic techniques, as using the theory of records in sequences of independent identically distributed random variables in combination with Lindeberg-Feller central limit theorems, which has been used to obtain limiting distribution results of the ordinary depth of a randomly chosen node in a random size-n binary search tree in [5] .
The second result gives the local left-right-imbalance of specified nodes in a random binary search tree.
Theorem 2. The centered and scaled random variableD n,j , where D n,j counts the difference between the right and the left depth of node j in a random binary search tree of the elements {1, 2, . . . , n}, is, for arbitrary sequences j(n) n∈N , with
where the expectation E(D n,j ) and the variance V(D n,j ) are given exact and asymptotically as follows, with O-bounds that hold uniformly for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n:
The third result gives an answer to the global left-right-imbalance of a random binary search tree.
Theorem 3. The suitably scaled random variable ∆ n , which counts the difference between the right and the left pathlength in a random binary search tree of size n, converges, for n → ∞, in distribution to a random variable ∆, whose distribution is fully characterized by its r-th moments:
where the constantsc r , with r ≥ 0, are defined recursively by using the auxiliary quantitiesd l , with l ≥ 0:
ld ldr−l , for r ≥ 2 even,c 0 = 1,c r = 0, for r odd,
Furthermore the expectation E(∆ n ) and the variance V(∆ n ) are given by
We remark that Theorem 3 can also be obtained by applying the contraction method, see [22, 24] for relevant theorems. This leads to an alternative characterization of the limiting distribution ∆ as the unique fixed-point with mean 0 of the fixed-point equation given below in the metric space of probability measures with finite second moment and Mallows d 2 -metric:
where U , X and X * are independent, X and X * are identically distributed and U is uniformly distributed on [0, 1].
Local imbalance of a random node
We study first the left-right-imbalance
n,Un of a randomly chosen node in a random binary search tree of size n, where the random variables A [R] n,j and A [L] n,j count the right and the left depth of node j in a random binary search tree of size n and U n denotes a uniformly and independent of A [R] n,j and A [L] n,j on {1, 2, . . . , n} distributed random variable. Introducing the probability generating functions
we obtain from the decomposition of random binary search trees by conditioning on the root node k as described in Section 1 the following recurrence
An explanation of the derivation of (1) is given next. We consider binary search trees generated by a random permutation of {1, . . . , n} and condition on the root node k, i.e., we compute the probability generating function for all binary search trees whose root node has label k, and thus the root has a left subtree of size k − 1 generated by a random permutation of {1, . . . , k − 1} and a right subtree of size n − k generated by a random permutation of {k + 1, . . . , n}, seperately and then we sum up all these contributions. Since the probability that the root node has label k is 1 n , for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, this explains the factor 1 n and the sum appearing in (1) . It remains to explain the three summands in (1). We compute the probability generating function of a randomly chosen node in a random binary search tree whose root node is k. We select the root node k with probability 1 n and examine its left-right-imbalance. Since the left-right-imbalance of the root node is 0 this leads to the contribution
n . The probability that we choose a node hanging on the left subtree of k and examine its left-right-imbalance is given by k−1 n . The probability generating function of the left-right-imbalance of the k − 1 nodes within the left subtree is given by p k−1 (v). Since the left-right-imbalance decreases by one for all nodes on the left subtree of k due to the left edge connecting k with the root node of the left subtree of k we obtain also a factor v −1 leading to the contribution
v . Analogous considerations lead to the contribution n−k n p n−k (v)v for the nodes on the right subtree of k and complete the derivation of (1).
We treat recurrence (1) by introducing the bivariate generating function N (z, v) := n≥1 np n (v)z n , which leads to the following first order linear differential equation:
The solution of this differential equation as is given next can be obtained easily by standard methods, but can be computed also by using computer algebra systems:
Extracting coefficients from N (z, v) as given by (2) leads then to the following explicit formula for the probability generating function
Stirling's formula for the factorials leads then from (3) to the following asymptotic expansion of p n (v), which holds uniformly in a complex neighborhood of v = 1, where > 0 denotes an arbitrary constant:
.
Thus the moment generating function E(e Dns ) = p n (e s ) of D n has the following asymptotic expansion uniformly in a complex neighborhood of s = 0:
To show a central limit theorem for D n we can apply the so called quasi-power theorem due to Hwang [12] . It gives a powerful method not only to prove the Gaussian limit law but also to determine the rate of convergence. It is stated below.
Theorem 4.
[H. K. Hwang] Let {X n } n≥1 be a sequence of integral random variables. Suppose that the moment generating function satisfies the asymptotic expression
the O-term being uniform for |s| ≤ σ, s ∈ C, σ > 0, where
, with U (s) and V (s) analytic for |s| ≤ σ and independent of n;
Under these assumptions, the distribution of X n is asymptotically Gaussian with the given convergence rate in the Kolmogorov metric:
Moreover, the mean and the variance of X n satisfy
An application of Theorem 4 to equation (4) immediately shows the limiting distribution result given in Theorem 1, using U (s) := e s + e −s − 2 leading to U (0) = 0 and U (0) = 2. Furthermore from the explicit solution (2) we easily obtain by differentiating with respect to v once and twice and evaluating at v = 1 explicit formulae for the first two moments of D n as stated in Theorem 1. Of course one obtains E(D n ) = 0, which is known in advance due to symmetry arguments. 4 . Local imbalance of a specified node 4.1. The probability generating function. Next we study the left-right-imbalance D n,j := A
n,j of node j, measured by the difference between the right depth and the left depth of node j in a random binary search tree of {1, 2, . . . , n}. Introducing for 1 ≤ j ≤ n the probability generating functions p n,j (v) := ∞ m=−∞ P{D n,j = m}v m , we obtain again from the recursive description of random binary search trees by conditioning on the root node k the following recurrence:
To treat recurrence (5) we introduce the trivariate generating function N (z, u, v) := n≥1 1≤j≤n p n,j (v)z n u j , which satisfies the following linear differential equation:
Standard techniques lead to the following solution of this differential equation:
Extracting coefficients from (6) gives then the following explicit formula for the probability gener-
The double sum appearing in (7) can be reduced to a single sum by using the identity
which can be shown by an application of the Pfaff-Saalschütz identity for hypergeometric functions (see, e.g., [11] ):
Thus (7) leads to the following formula of the probability generating function p n,j (v), for 1 ≤ j ≤ n and n ≥ 1, which is the starting point of our considerations leading to the limiting distribution result:
4.2. Expectation and variance. From the explicit formula of N (z, u, v) as given by (6) it is an easy, but a bit computational, task to obtain explicit expressions for the first moments. Nevertheless we give here the results, since it turns out that they are essential in our proof of the central limit theorem, because these explicit formulae immediately lead to uniform estimates of E(D n,j ) and V(D n,j ) as required. We obtain by differentiating N (z, u, v) with respect to v and evaluating at v = 1 the expressions
Extracting coefficients requires, in particular to obtain the variance, again a bit "computational effort", but eventually leads, for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, due to
2 to the explicit formulae stated in Theorem 2. By using elementary estimates for the harmonic numbers, H n and H
n , one also obtains the following estimates, which hold uniformly for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n and n ≥ 1:
4.3. Asymptotic expansion of the moment generating function. The aim of this subsection is to show that the moment generating function M n,j (s) := E(eD n,j s ), withD n,j :=
, where we use the abbreviations µ n,j := E(D n,j ) and σ n,j := V(D n,j ), converges for all sequences j(n) n∈N , with 1 ≤ j ≤ n, pointwise for all real s in a neighborhood of s = 0 to the moment generating function e s 2 2 of the standard normal distribution N (0, 1). Together with Curtiss' theorem [4] this will show the central limit theorem of the r. v. D n,j as given by Theorem 2. To to this we will examine in detail the probability generating function p n,j (v) as given by (8) , since M n,j (s) = e − µ n,j σ n,j s p n,j (e s σ n,j ).
It is appropriate to the problem to consider several regions of j = j(n) separately. We mention first that it suffices to consider only the region 1 ≤ j ≤ n 2 , since the region n 2 < j ≤ n can be treated easily by using symmetry arguments as shown at the end of this subsection. We distinguish now between the regions "j small": 1 ≤ j < log n, and "j large": log n ≤ j ≤ n 2 .
• j large: First we consider the probability generating function p n,j (v), for j large, log n ≤ j ≤ n 2 , in a real neighborhood of v = 1: |v − 1| ≤ η, with a "sufficiently small" η > 0, e.g., all computations are valid for η ≤ To do this we split the sum appearing in (8) into two parts, namely into the regions l ≥ j we obtain due to standard estimates of the factorials (or the Γ-function), see, e.g., [1] , the following estimate, where K denotes some constant, which can be different at every appearance:
Now we examine the region 0 ≤ l < j 2 3 , which gives the main contribution:
We used there the following estimate, where the sum appearing can be evaluated by applying Gausshypergeometric identity 2 , for c > a + b:
Combining equations (10) and (11) we obtain, for log n ≤ j ≤ n 2 , uniformly for real v, with |v − 1| ≤ η and η ≤ 1 12 , the expansion:
Expansion (12) together with the estimates (9) for the first moments of D n,j leads for log n ≤ j ≤ n 2
to the following expansion of the moment generating function M n,j (s), which holds for real s fixed:
• j small: Next we consider the probability generating function p n,j (v), for j small, 1 ≤ j < log n, where we will obtain suitable asymptotic expansions of p n,j (e s σ n,j ), for real s fixed, by using Taylor series expansions of the factorials. The following expansions required are not hard to show and thus the computations are omitted:
Using these expansions the summands of p n,j (e s σ n,j ), with 1 ≤ l ≤ j − 1, where p n,j (v) is given by (8), can be estimated as follows, where we additionally use the estimate
Thus we will see that the first summand l = 0 of (8) gives the main contribution in the expansion of p n,j (e s σ n,j ):
Combining equations (14) and (15) we obtain, for 1 ≤ j < log n and real s fixed, the expansion:
Therefore expansion (16) together with the estimates (9) for the first moments of D n,j leads for 1 ≤ j < log n to the following expansion of the moment generating function M n,j (s), which holds for real s fixed:
M n,j (s) = e −(µn,j +log(n−j+1)) s σ n,j e log(n−j+1) σ 2 n,j
• j in the whole region: Equations (13) and (17) show for 1 ≤ j ≤ n 2 that M n,j (s) converges, for n → ∞, pointwise to e s 2 2 for every s ∈ R:
To treat the region n 2 < j ≤ n also we use the relation p n,n+1−j (v) = p n,j ( 1 v ), which is obvious due to symmetry arguments. This gives M n,n+1−j (s) = M n,j (−s) and thus for 1 ≤ j ≤ n 2 and n → ∞:
Combining (18) and (19) we have shown that the moment generating function M n,j (s) ofD n,j :=
converges pointwise for all s ∈ R to the moment generating function of the standard normal distribution N (0, 1), which shows Theorem 2.
5. Global imbalance of the tree 5.1. Generating functions for the moments. Now we study the left-right-imbalance ∆ n := R n − L n of a random binary search tree of size n, which is counted by the difference between the right and the left pathlength. Again we introduce for n ≥ 1 the probability generating functions p n (v) := ∞ m=−∞ P{∆ n = m}v m and use the decomposition of random binary search trees according to the root node k to obtain the following recurrence
with initial value p 1 (v) = 1. It is advantageous to define additionally p 0 (v) := 1. To treat recurrence (20) we first introduce the bivariate generating function F (z, v) := n≥0 p n (v)z n , which leads to the following functional-differential equation for F (z, v):
However, it turns out to be advantageous for a moment's study to introduce the generating functioñ F (z, s) := F (z, e s ) and consider the following functional-differential equation:
Of course it holdsF (z, 0) = 1 1−z . For a study of the moments E(∆ r n ) we introduce generating functions M r (z), for r ≥ 0, and auxiliary functions N l,i (z),N l,i (z), for l, i ≥ 0, as follows, where we use the differential operators with respect to s and z, D s and D z , the operator N s that evaluates at s = 0, and the operators R z andR z , which substitute z by ze s and ze
Obviously it holds M 0 (z) = 
Using the commutation rules (23) we obtain for the auxiliary functions N l,i (z) andN l,i (z), for l, i ≥ 0, the following recursive description:
Applying the operator N s D r s , with r ≥ 1, to the left and right side of equation (21) we obtain
and thus for r ≥ 1 the following linear differential equation with initial value M r (0) = 0:
. (25) Equation (25) is solved easily and we obtain for r ≥ 1 the following solution of M r (z), which requires of course the functions M k (z), with 0 ≤ k < r, and N l,i (z),N l,i (z), with l + i < r:
(26) Thus by combining (24) and (26) and using M 0 (z) = N 0,0 (z) =N 0,0 (z) = 1 1−z the generating functions M r (z) are fully described. Furthermore it is an easy task to compute
which leads to the explicit formulae for the expectation E(∆ n ) and the variance V(∆ n ) as given in Theorem 3.
5.2.
Asymptotic expansions of the generating functions. We want to show the following local expansions around the unique dominant singularity z = 1 of the functions M r (z), N l,i (z) andN l,i (z), for r, l, i ≥ 0 (from the recursive description of these functions it follows immediately that z = 1 is indeed the only dominant singularity, i.e, the only singularity of smallest modulus):
with certain constants c r , d l,i andd l,i that will be specified later. We will show this by induction on r and l + i, respectively. Strictly speaking we can show slightly more, namely that in all cases the remainder term can also be quantified: M r (z) = , with > 0; analogous for N l,i (z) andN l,i (z). This is remarked here explicitly, since we use so called singular integration and differentiation theorems as described in [8] , which are O-transfers, not o-transfers. For the sake of brevity we will use the ∼-notation, but we want to point out again that the O-term for the remainder can be quantified, which is necessary to apply the theorems of [8] .
For r = 0 and l + i = 0 the asymptotic expansions (27) trivially holds due to M 0 (z) = N 0,0 (z) = N 0,0 (z) = Introducing the generating functionsD(z) := l≥0d l z l andĈ(z) := r≥0ĉ r z r we obtain from (38) due toD(z) = e zĈ (z) the equation e 2z Ĉ (z) 2 − 3Ĉ(z) + 2(1 − z) = 0, which has the solutionĈ (z) = 3 − 9 − 8(1 − z)e 2z 2e 2z .
Since the dominant singularity ofĈ(z) as given by (39) is located at z ≈ 0.126535, and thus 1 z ≈ 7.9029, we obtain the following estimate for the coefficients (with some R > 0):
[z r ]Ĉ(z) =ĉ r ≤ 8 r , for r ≥ R.
Sincec r r! ≤ĉ r due to construction this gives the following growth estimate for the coefficientsc r , such that Carleman's criterion (36) is applicable: c r r! ≤ 8 r , for r ≥ R.
Conclusion
In contrast to recently obtained corresponding results for left-right-imbalance measures of binary trees under the Catalan model (see the references given in the introduction), we have shown for the random permutation model that the difference between the left and right depth of a node resp. the difference between the left and right pathlength of a tree are asymptotically not of a smaller order than the left and right depth resp. pathlength itself.
